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Forget Executives, the AAUP Should Turn to Grass-
Roots Leaders

By Gary Rhoades

In my first months on the job in 2009, I said in jest that I had
no intention of being the last general secretary of the American
Association of University Professors. My joke referred partly to
what was then the association's dire financial condition, but
also to a less immediate but more challenging threat: the
external perception and internal sense that the AAUP was on
the defensive and in decline.

The AAUP is a metaphor for the condition of the tenured
university professoriate with which it is identified. Here, too,
are challenges. How to construct a professional identity with
new, more diverse faculty? How to increase strength when
most faculty are off the tenure track, in contingent positions?
How to adapt principles such as academic freedom to changing
structures of employment and work? All difficult questions.

So it was with some interest and no little bemusement that I read a recent story in The Chronicle
that reported the AAUP's decision to change the title of "general secretary" to "executive
director," repurposing the position to focus on managing the national office. It's the wrong signal
to send—to the association's members and staff, and to academe—at the wrong time. The name
change doesn't really matter, but focusing on name changes signifies an inward-looking
perspective that detracts from the mission of serving members and the academy.

The AAUP and academe need leadership that looks beyond itself, that gets out and listens to and
learns from people, cultivating and catalyzing organized grass-roots initiatives. Our brightest
future will not be realized by executives directing professional staffs in central offices. It will be
realized by professors taking leadership with other constituencies to redirect public policy.

In my 25 years of researching higher education and two-and-a-half years as general secretary
interacting with groups inside and outside the Beltway, I have seen several clear patterns. Some
are troubling; others offer hope for advancing higher education's affordability, principles, and
promise.

The last three decades have brought academe more centralized management, with presidents
becoming like chief executives. That has had costs beyond the disproportionate rise of
presidential pay and noninstructional costs. A hypercompetitive, entrepreneurial orientation
narrows our vision to rankings, efficiency (versus quality), and short-term revenues, as if colleges
were isolated firms with simple bottom lines, not part of a larger educational infrastructure
shaping national vitality in complex ways.

Policy makers, too, have failed to understand that higher education is less a cost than a public
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investment that yields enormous public (and private) returns to states and communities. As
states disinvest, and as colleges invest in generating revenue, the availability of affordable quality
higher education erodes. And we are crushing this generation of students with debt that
mortgages their and our future.

Occasionally a college president will decry these trends. But most are trapped in a "do more with
less" discourse that, like the larger political ideology of "cut taxes and government," makes
neither academic nor economic sense. Where, then, to look for leadership to change our
(dis)course?

Time's 2011 Person of the Year was "the Protester." A reservoir of national dissatisfaction with
escalating economic inequities has spilled over in the form of Occupy Wall Street and student
protests. Through a physical presence on streets and campuses, and through a virtual presence in
social media, local protesters have captured the nation's imagination and changed the policy
conversation by expressing a widely shared sentiment that the system is fundamentally unfair,
rigged by and for the 1 percent.

Similarly, to reshape higher education and the AAUP's future we need the association's early
spirit, one that takes the offensive, creating new space for and narratives about academics and
the academy. But charting a new course requires an activist stance.

This means focusing on actions in local settings rather than on work centered in a national office;
on organizing, servicing, and catalyzing groups of faculty in the field to change working
conditions rather than on policy statements developed by large, central committees over a period
of years; and on connecting with activist groups in the academic work force (women, faculty of
color, contingent faculty, graduate employees) to change campus conversations and practices
through direct, often public, channels of action rather than on working through traditional
faculty committees in formal governance structures.

An activist stance means translating statements into action, investing in coordinated campaigns
to change conversations about and practices in higher education. Fortunately, the foundation has
been laid to move in these directions, to go beyond the all-too-common practice of issuing a
report and then leaving it to collect dust.

When I was general secretary, that involved a small-scale campaign expanding academic freedom
to include speech about institutional matters and reframing shared governance as independent
faculty voice. It also meant getting beyond process to reshaping campus conversations. Financial
analyses done by the AAUP faculty leaders Howard Bunsis and Rudy Fichtenbaum have
galvanized campus faculty to challenge distorted priorities. As the instructional share of
institutional expenditures continues to decline and those of administration, athletics, and
nonacademic facilities continue to increase, faculty and students are calling for renewed
emphasis on academic missions. The next step is to scale this activity up, to catalyze a national
movement.

Yet greater focus, efficiency, and productivity will not solve, either for the academy or for the
AAUP, what is essentially a revenue problem. Both are confronted with insufficient capacity to do
the work at hand, and both require new resources to rectify a system that exploits adjunct faculty,
postdocs, and graduate employees with limited prospects for secure academic careers who work
in conditions that undermine independent research and students' learning. The AAUP and
higher education need to win greater support from outside the system, from new categories of
employees and from constituencies that extend beyond the academy.

Several of the AAUP's most important policy statements have been pursued with allies outside the
professoriate, and such coalitions are more important than ever. It would make sense, for
example, to jointly develop: orientation materials with the American Council on Education for
new presidents and provosts; professional-development materials with the Association of
Governing Boards for board members, focused on academic freedom and shared governance;
campus-based learning-outcome initiatives with the Association of American Colleges and
Universities; and state and national campaigns with the United States Student Association for
refocusing campus resources on instruction, academic programs, and personnel.

It makes no sense for the AAUP to turn inward. At their best, professors question orthodoxy,
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imagine alternatives, and create new possibilities. But standing alone is a losing position for
professors and the AAUP, particularly if they stand apart from, looking down on, the world. The
AAUP, like many professors, is constrained by its past success, traditions, and self-conceptions.
It must get beyond that past to write the story line of the future and best realize the academy's
promise.

Gary Rhoades is a professor of higher education at the University of Arizona and was general
secretary of the AAUP from 2009 until last summer.
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"The next step is to scale up this activity" (i.e.emphasis on academic mission)"..."to catalyze a
national movement." Well said, but the national movement is here and on the streets and
on campus as we speak: it is called the "Occupy" movement, and all it needs is solid leadership. If
not AAUP, then who?

Professors are the AAUP, not the other way round! 

Frightening -- even the bit about "requires an activist stance."

The only literacy shown in this piece is the literacy of biz ed.  And the author has the nerve to call
for some skills, some literacy, more befitting the larger academic community.

Here's news, just in:  all corporate academe -- all, repeat all -- only models the imagination of
admin so long as any individual's references so totally exclude everything except admin-speak.

The silo habits of "departments" encourages -- I hate to use so positive a word -- stripping away
from oneself, stripping away from all others, everything human or "other" outside any one one
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discipline.

You want greater, wider literacy?  More depth?  More skill in putting things in perspective, in
locating larger context?  Then insist that no one in academic high places ever so rattle on with zero
reference to history or historians, poetry or poets, science or scientists, film or film makers, novels
or novelists.  Am I leaving out fields deserving attention?  You betcha.  I, too, have spent time in
American corporate academe, and I, too, am damaged by silo culture's replacement of all literacy,
all imagination, all vocabuillary, all referencing ability all only to the debased forms that now so
rule all.

kyushumntsphil: "all corporate academe -- all, repeat all -- only models the imagination of
admin so long as any individual's references so totally exclude everything except admin-
speak"

What does that mean?

I appreciate Gary Rhoads article because I observed first had how higher education leadership
lacks understanding of how to lead. My doctoral dissertation explored the dominant leadership
theories of college and university presidents facing 21st century issues.  While employed in an
administrative position at a major uni. I the president lacked the overall skills to understand how
to lead faculty. In my position, although the university accepted many of my programs and the
students recognized my support by naming me two consecutive yrs. as staf of the year; I was not
respected by faculty because I did not have a doctorate, so I went and procured my doctorate and
now cannot get a job in higher ed teaching because I do not have previous classroom experiences. 
My 30 years of successful leadership in the private and goverment sectors does not count; yet the
academic leaders lack the knowledge in how to lead because all they know is education and are not
effective leaders or developers of people. 
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This paragraph captures the essential issues currently facing higher education.

The last three decades have brought academe more centralized 
management, with presidents becoming like chief executives. That has had
costs beyond the disproportionate rise of presidential pay and 
noninstructional costs. A hypercompetitive, entrepreneurial orientation 
narrows our vision to rankings, efficiency (versus quality), and 
short-term revenues, as if colleges were isolated firms with simple 
bottom lines, not part of a larger educational infrastructure shaping 
national vitality in complex ways.

I am an English professor who has worked with both the Tea Party and Occupy LA.

After listening to both contingents I realized that elitism is the main culprit we face and which
both populist movements war against. I also realized that no institution in all of the US embodies
the problem more than the academy. Not in k-12 but in college the elite is segregated away from
the masses and reared to rule over them in a sick platonic sense. The banks and government can
only be elite-dominated because of the elitist academy consolidating the ruling class as a ruling
class.

So what ought professors to do? If you are like me teaching working class students in a state
college, guess what? Our hands are clean. We just need to do our jobs.

But if you teach at an elite college? Your hands are not clean. You will have to commit to either
staying in your comfort zone, shutting up about protests, and letting the masses plot a siege of
your campus, or, alternatively, join the fight with the understanding that to fight you must destroy
everything that has made your life privileged. The time is past for finger-pointing. Choose.

I totally agree with Gary's commentary. I would add that we, in higher education, need to partner
with K-12 schools that are suffering even more than us. Schools, especially in urban areas, are
being labeled "failing" and are being privatized through charter school schemes that are increasing
being run by corporations. Also, teachers are being evaluated using students' standardized scores
and their tenure status is in jeopardy. We need to team with teacher associations to lobby for
increase funding for K-16 public education.
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Aram

professor rhodes has it right...the aaup needs to stay away from anything resembling the corporate
model...its capture of college and university governance was not, after all, by force, it was by
degrees as too many co-opted frogs sat in the warm baths and neglected their housekeeping
chores...the results are as professor rhodes describes them above in his elegant paragrpah on "the
last three decades..." a clear report that, with reverse engineering, can also provide a schematic
outline for remedy.

When I retired from a second tier state college (now called "university") where I was an AFT
activist, we moved in order to be near the great library of the Ivy League school from which I hold
both my BA and PhD. I continue to be astonished and dismayed by the attitudes I find here
towards what I think of as faculty issues, particularly governance. There seem to be a vast amount
of complaint and just about no action. I detect a certain feeling of "being big shot professors we are
above all that." Well then, as I was once rude enough to say out loud, quit kicking. The AAUP has
its work cut out for it.

"Similarly, to reshape higher education and the AAUP's future we need the association's early
spirit, one that takes the offensive, creating new space for and narratives about academics and the
academy. But charting a new course requires an activist stance.
This means focusing on actions in local settings rather than on work centered in a national office;
..."

I know resources are finite, but as an AAUP member, I'd like to see the organization promote
grassroots actions by faculty in local settings AND provide the legal and research support of a
national office.  Some AAUP reports may sit around and collect dust, but others are of vital
importance to faculty trying to improve working conditions on their campuses. 

* The 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure has been incredibly valuable
-- especially on campuses where faculty have been able to get it incorporated into their
employment contracts.   http://www.aaup.org/AAUP/pubsr...

* Likewise annual reports on investigations by the AAUP's Committee on Academic Freedom
(which can lead to the censure of a college or university) do cause some institutions to redress
abuses on their campuses in order to avoid the stigma of censure.

* AAUP policy documents on legal issues (e.g., the Garcetti v. Ceballos case, maternity leave policy,
sexual harassment policies, etc.) are of use to faculty working at the  grass roots level to rewrite
their faculty handbooks/contracts to withstand challenge by college-employed attorneys.

* The annual March/April salary report is widely utilized by faculty on campuses where collective
bargaining units exists as well as those that aren't organized  because the vast array of information
can be used to justify faculty arguments regarding appropriate pay and benefits on their individual
campuses.

A strong, well-supported national office has the potential to be a force multiplier supporting grass
roots activists scattered across the country.
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Having recently returned from the Modern Language Association's annual conference  (Seattle),
where the buzz was all about faculty activism, I must agree with Gary Rhoades' statement:

"Similarly, to reshape higher education and the AAUP's future we need the
association's early spirit, one that takes the offensive, creating new 
space for and narratives about academics and the academy. But charting a
new course requires an activist stance."

This is especially critical for those of us in the public higher education sector, as we watch our
institutions re-crafted through defunding in ways  we do not value.  It is time for every "faculty
association," and every educator to become an activist in support of affordable education for the
public good.  That will require a sea change in the "no new taxes" grip on state  legislatures, and a
renewed public appreciation for the kind of education we value: one that transforms the individual
beyond the acquisition of a vocational skill set.

I fully agree with Gary's main point.  Both AAUP and the profession are at a crossroads.  If we are
to rebuff the assaults on our professional lives, defend quality public higher education, and protect
academic freedom we must reach out more broadly, uniting all faculty and building alliances from
the grass roots up.  In a word, this means we must ORGANIZE!  But, as Gary well knows, there are
already many activists in AAUP and elsewhere working hard to advance this agenda.  In fact, the
retitling of Gary's former position was decidedly NOT about "repurposing the position to focus on
managing the national office,," somethilng which was clear in the position description approved at
the same time.  In fact, at the same National Council meeting in November AAUP also adopted an
important resolution on priorities that committed the organization to intensified organizing and
service to members.  To be sure, resolutions are only words and it remains to be seen whether we,
both AAUP and the profession more generally, can rise to the challenge.  But there are some very
positive signs, including in AAUP.  A large group of AAUP members, for example, has united
behind a slate of candidates in the upcoming AAUP election that is committed to "Organizing for
Change."  The slate is headed by Rudy Fichtenbaum, of Wright State University in Ohio, who has
played a critical role in organizing faculty across the country and, most recently, in uniting with
others to defeat Ohio's anti-union SB 5, which would have barred faculty from participating in
collective bargaining.  The slate's platform will soon be public.  I encourage all AAUP members to
vote in the upcoming election and to help us organize to change AAUP and, more important, as
Gary so nicely puts it, to "write the story line of the future."
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